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A superb creative collection of powerful R&B/hip hop songs covering the various dynamics encountered

in the area of relationships. 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel

Details: Denzel Lawrence - a refreshing combination of singer, songwriter and producer all emerging from

the stable of 4G records - a record company formed by Denzel a couple of years back. He is ready to

take the world by storm, but are you ready for him? Denzel's creative contributions are extremely varied.

He has written and produced for an upcoming RnB band in Holland "First Avenue", provided some

captive rhythms for Swedish Hip Hop crew "Stand firm" and also penned and produced four tracks for UK

girl group "Untamed" leading to the group's management securing some promising meetings with the

Universal Music Group (France). With all this taking place within the first year of launching his company,

Denzel caught the artistic bug and started focusing on himself. This led to the compilation album Phat n

Heavy volume 1, his contribution of 5 hard-hitting tracks. National tours in his homeland (United Kingdom)

and regional performances in territories such as The Nethelands, followed. The response was

breathtaking! So what does Denzel Lawrence have to offer? Well, that's for you to check out. Look out for

his Debut album Chapter one: Relationships. It will take your breath away. The area of relationships has

left people bemused, hurt, elated, frustrated to name but a few emotions. Having experienced all these

and more, Denzel being an open and honest man who believes he didn't go through all this for nothing

decided to share his spin on Relationships . You will find this album both entertaining and truthful. Enjoy.
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